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Using a cell as an RNA sequencing chip enables spatial analyses of the
transcriptome at subcellular resolution.
A complete accounting of gene expression
in an organism would provide the exact
sequence and location of every transcript
in every cell. This goal is a long way off, but
significant progress has been made through
decades of technology development in
sequencing and imaging. On one hand, RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) has made it possible
to measure gene expression on a genomewide scale, typically in cell populations1.
On the other hand, RNA fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) has advanced to the
point where we can detect individual RNA
molecules in single cells through a microscope, gaining accurate, absolute single-cell
expression data together with information on
RNA location down to the subcellular level,
but usually for just a few genes at a time2,3.
Writing in Science, Lee et al.4 report an exciting first step toward combining some of the
best aspects of both methods to sequence
RNA in single cells in situ. Their approach,
called fluorescence in situ RNA sequencing (FISSEQ), effectively treats the cell as
a sequencing chip while preserving spatial
information about RNA location.
The authors begin by fixing cells, reverse
transcribing the RNA in situ and copying the
resulting cDNAs by rolling-circle amplification
to generate single-stranded DNA ‘nanoballs’
(Fig. 1). Each nanoball, about 200–400 nm
in diameter, consists of many cDNA copies of
an original RNA sequence. The large number
of repeats means that the nanoballs can withstand repeated sequencing reactions, allowing the authors to analyze them inside cells
using sequencing by oligonucleotide ligation
and detection (SOLiD). In this sequencing
method, fluorescent probes are sequentially
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hybridized to the nanoballs, with a color
corresponding to a pair of adjacent bases, and
the sequence of colors is used to determine
the sequence of the transcript. Because this
process involves repeated imaging of the
sample, careful image analysis is needed to
reconstruct the sequences.
Working with primary human fibroblasts, Lee et al.4 detect RNA from ~12,500
DNA nanoballs representing transcripts
from ~4,000 genes. Reads are 27 bp long
on average, with a median per-base error

rate of 0.64%. The authors also show
that the approach can be used for differential expression analysis in a woundhealing assay. Importantly, FISSEQ captures
many fibroblast-specific gene expression
markers, demonstrating its potential utility
in unbiased cell-type identification.
This work represents a technical tour de
force that required the solution of several
chemical and computational challenges.
Performing enzyme-catalyzed nucleic acid
manipulations in situ has proven difficult, and
although other groups have demonstrated
some steps in the FISSEQ method, such as
in situ rolling-circle amplification, no one,
to our knowledge, has attempted anything
approaching the complexity of sequencing
inside the cell itself.
From the computational perspective,
FISSEQ depends on sophisticated image
analysis, including robust identification
and validation of signals within the image.
Indeed, a key realization in the paper is that
the sequencing provides an internal consistency check. The signal from each fluorescent
spot in an image corresponds to a sequencing
read, which can be mapped against a reference transcriptome. Spots that generate mappable reads are more likely to represent an
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Figure 1 Choosing the proper assay for gene expression involves trade-offs on parameters such as
throughput or positional resolution. Northern blots assay a few genes at a time and average over bulk
samples. RNA-seq provides tremendous throughput, but positional information is lost. RNA FISH gives
subcellular positional resolution of gene expression but currently cannot be highly multiplexed.
FISSEQ, although it still has technical hurdles to overcome, stands as the most comprehensive gene
expression assay, combining the breadth of RNA-seq with the subcellular resolution of RNA FISH.
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RNA in the cell, whereas nonmapping reads
are indicative of background noise, autofluorescence or debris.
Another issue is the enormous range in
intracellular RNA abundance, which pits
the need for a large number of reads against
the fundamental optical limitations on the
number of spot-like signals that can be reliably
detected within a cell. To solve this problem,
the authors develop ‘partition sequencing’, a clever method in which they extend
the sequencing primers by a fixed number
of bases so that only some of the RNA molecules present in the cell are sequenced. This
allows them to tune the number of sequence
readouts to avoid saturating the imaging field
with too many targets, facilitating robust yet
broad sampling of the RNA in a cell.
In a step toward studying multicellular systems, the authors use FISSEQ to detect RNA
transcription in a whole-mount Drosophila
embryo as well as in a mouse embryo and in
brain sections. They have not yet sequenced
these samples but have shown that, in principle,
FISSEQ can be extended to study more
complicated biological systems.
FISSEQ has the potential to transform
several areas of research. In development,
for example, the spatial organization of transcription in a multicellular organism is of
critical importance. Many disease processes
may also involve spatially heterogeneous
gene expression, such as that seen in different areas of tumors. FISSEQ analysis of
a tumor biopsy may be useful for guiding
treatment programs, in which multiple drugs
might be chosen for different components of
the tumor.
In its current form, FISSEQ does not
provide a complete accounting of the RNA
within single cells. Rather, it produces a spatially localized subsampling of the transcriptome, and comparisons with RNA-seq and
microarray data suggest that FISSEQ may
miss lower-abundance transcripts. Indeed,
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Lee et al.4 detect a large number of transcripts
by only a single read per cell. Whether this
level of detection is sufficient depends on
the scientific question being asked. As the
authors note, it may be enough to distinguish
different cell types owing to the sheer number of genes detected, in contrast to lowerthroughput methods such as RNA FISH.
However, accurately quantifying cell-to-cell
variability in the expression of a particular
gene would be difficult. In light of the rapid
recent advances in sequencing technologies
and in the imaging and fluid-handling capabilities of current commercial instruments,
it will not be surprising if this limitation is
addressed in the near future.
At the same time, FISSEQ should have
some competition from new variants of
RNA-seq and RNA FISH. Several groups
have sequenced RNA from single cells,
now up to thousands per study5, and many
groups have been steadily improving singlemolecule RNA FISH by increasing multiplex capability6,7, measuring transcriptional
structure in the nucleus8, achieving single-base

resolution9,10 and shortening assay time11.
Nevertheless, FISSEQ represents an enormous step forward in the ability to measure
gene expression in its spatial context, and we
look forward to seeing how it will be applied
to yield new biological discoveries.
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